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7, Sufficient Conditions for the Normality of the
Product of Two Spaces

By Masahiko ATSUJI
Department of Mathematics, Josai University, Saitama

(Comm. by Kinjir5 KUNUGI, M.J.)., Jan. 12, 1970)

In this note, an application of [2] and [3] is shown which deduces
known best results giving sufficient conditions stated in the title.
An example is presented which suggests the reason why we have
generally had only few necessary conditions of each of X and Y sepa-
rately or the normality of X Y.

Spaces in this note are normal (and so Hausdorff). We use no-
tations and terminologies in [2] and [3].

Theorem 1. Suppose that X is normal and m-paracompact, Y is
normal and has an open base for closed sets of power <_m, and Y is
upper compact at X, then X Y is normal.

Proof. Let {AY x e X} and {BY x e X} be arbitrary ami-
lies with
( 1 ) lim sup A lim sup B=
for any a e X. Let {E ;2 e A} be an open base for closed sets in Y,
including the empty set and Y, with IIAII m. Put A- ) (x, A) and

B-- (x, B), then
xX

O (x A[x] aE} g {x B[x] a CE}
is open by Proposition 3 in [3]. Since, for any x e X,A[x] and B[x]
are disjoint closed sets of the normal space Y, there is an E such that
A[x]aE and EaCB[x], so {O 2 e A} is an open cover of X with power
_<_m, and there is a locally finite open refinement {Q; 2 e A} with
QaO for every 2 e A. Let us put

G= [..J E.
Qx

Take a point a, then there are Qo including a and Uo such that
Uo meets only a finite number of Q- and Uo Qo. (G x Uo consists
of finitely many different open sets, and if x Uo, then x Qo and

G Eo A[a] A,, so we have
c-lira sup G( G)= ) GA.

xUo x Uo

While, there is U e such that Uc U0 and U Q implies
Q- a, O a and B E-=t. Let only Q,, ..., meet U, then x e U
follows


